THE SIXTY SEVENTH STUDENT SENATE

Bill 19

Sponsored by: Senator Anger

An allocation from Senate Projects

BE IT ENACTED BY THE SIXTY SEVENTH STUDENT SENATE THAT:

An allocation of $3,040.00 is made from Senate Projects to University Health Services.

The purpose of this allocation is to fund the Toma Chopped Event.
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THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE

67th SENATE BILL NUMBER 19

A bill to be entitled. An Act

IN THE SENATE

An allocation of $3,040.00 from Senate Projects to University Health Services to fund the Toma Chopped event.

Read 1st Time 3-4-15
Read 2nd Time 3-18-15
Read 3rd Time ________

with ______ For, and ______ Against

Introduced by Senator(s) Anger

and sponsored by Senator(s) Anger

Referred to Committee on 3-4-15

Voted For X ______ Against ________

Report: Favorable Unfavorable

With Amendments Substitute

Without Recommendation

Date ______________________

CERTIFIED TO THE STUDENT BODY

[Signature]
President of the Senate
Date 3-19-15
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Program Assistant of the Senate
Date 3-19-15
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Date 3/20/15
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Vice President for Student Affairs
Date 3/20/15